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Mototrix Grip Sets
Our Grips feature a leather look, with raised 
embossed designs. Made of soft grip rubber 
with chrome end caps. Available with Maltese 
Cross or Flame design. Fits all Harley Davidson 
73-14  except touring models 08-14 and those 
with air reservoirs. Sold in Pairs.
682791 Maltese cross grip set
682790 Flame grip set

Chrome Diamond Grips
These billet aluminum grips are fully machined, 
then triple chromeplated. Fits all models from 
73-12  (except models with handlebar air res-
ervoirs).
111214 Sold in sets

Chrome and Mini-Rib Grip Sets
All grips are made from chrome-plated die-
castings and feature stylish rubber mini-ribs to 
dampen vibration. They include nylon throttle 
tubes for single or dual cable applications, 
and fit all models from 73-Up (except 08-Up 
Touring models and models with handlebar air 
reservoirs). Sold in sets.
27383 Mirage

‘Eagle’ Ribbed Grip Set
Features deeply sculpted three-dimensional 
die-cast Eagle end-caps. Fits all models from 
73-Up (except 08-Up Touring models and mod-
els with handlebar air reservoirs).
12927 Sold in sets 73-Up 

Throttle Sleeve and Grip Sets
These sets come complete with throttle sleeve 
and our custom cushion grips with smooth 
chrome end caps. They fit all models from 
73-13 (except those with handlebar air reser-
voirs).
111140 Sold in sets

Chrome Knurled Aluminum Grips
These chrome aluminum grips feature a 
knurled center and four non-slip rubber 
inserts. Fits all models from 73-14  (except 
models with handlebar air reservoirs).
111154 Sold in sets

Stroker Billet Grips
CNC-Machined from billet aluminum with a 
knurled finish for a non-slip grip. Available 
in either a chrome-plated, black anodized or 
bronze finish. Fits all 73-Up single or dual cable 
applications (except 08-Up Touring models)
604981 Chrome, Stroker Grips
604980 Black, Stroker Grips
604979 Bronze, Stroker Grips

604981

604980

604979

Chrome Spur Grips
Chrome-plated die-castings with a diamond 
shaped smooth rubber inserts. They are a 
perfect match to our Chrome Spur footpegs.
12169 Diamond Grips, fits all models from 

81-Up (except for 08-Up Touring 
models and models with handlebar air 
reservoirs)

604938 Diamond Grips, fits all models from 
08-Up Touring models with throttle by 
wire

12169


